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Abstract    : With the transition to the information society , all areas of our lives rapidly shift to the digital
environment. From education to health, citizenship procedures to social life, all areas of our lives interact in the
digital cyber environment. In this process, smart cities, smart networks, and smart factories, especially critical
infrastructures required for social life, have become open to the intranet and the internet for efficient efficiency,
speed, remote maintenance , and maintenance . Along with this process , these systems have faced new threat
surfaces . One of the components that play an essential role in the operation of these systems is embedded
systems. These systems contribute significantly to the effective operation of essential infrastructures. However,
interruption in these systems can lead to significant negative consequences , including economic damage and
human life. Although there are many studies on the functioning of embedded systems , there are not enough
studies on the cyber security analysis of these systems . For this reason , attack and detection analyses for
embedded systems have been carried out in this study on the test environment created using real systems. The
study aims to detect passive attack, which is more difficult to detect than active attacks on the system, by using
artificial intelligence algorithms . The analysis results have shown that the attack has been detected in a high
ratio . It has been evaluated that the study will significantly contribute to other studies on the security of
embedded systems.

Keywords : Embedded System Security, Vulnerability Analysis, Artificial Intelligence, Cyber Security,
Attack Detection.

1 Introduction
With the ever-changing and developing technology, the number of devices used in businesses is diversifying and increasing daily.
Many jobs that require human resources have become more accessible and more efficient with computer-based techniques and
systems. Many system designs exist in computer-based systems, such as artificial intelligence, cloud technologies, embedded
systems, sensors, communication, and network technologies. With the increase in mechanization in production activities,
communication systems between machines are also developing. This is how the Internet of Things (IoT) emerged.

Another type of system used in computer-based system designs is embedded systems. With its widespread use, the
importance of security in embedded systems has increased rapidly. Embedded system boards produced in many different brands
and models are shaped for every purpose and budget. These easily accessible cards are the most widely used products, such as
Raspberry Pi and Arduino.

Developing embedded system applications efficiently with these single-board computers has become possible. With the
increased use of these systems, efficiency, low cost, and speed significantly contribute to human life. One of the most critical
issues in this field is that the manufacturers of embedded systems, which are rapidly being used in areas that will affect human
life, especially in industry and critical infrastructures, due to their benefits such as low cost, speed, and efficiency, are not made
the necessary cyber security tests by the manufacturers. The necessary precautions are not taken to find vulnerabilities in cyber
security.
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Figure 1: Flowchart of Tests Carried Out

Since its development, Raspberry Pi has been used in large-scale projects such as innovative home solutions, robotic systems,
and the Internet of Things. Its low cost, small size, and easy accessibility have increased the use of Raspberry Pi in embedded
system applications. With this increase in its use in embedded system applications, the number of attackers who want to exploit
the vulnerabilities of this single-board computer system has increased, especially inmission-critical air defense systems, medical
devices, and industrial automation systems. Due to its widespread use in critical systems, it is vital to conduct cyber security
analyses on embedded systems safely.

The analysis steps performed on the testbed developed in the study are depicted in Figure 1. A network scan has been carried
out in the first stage of tests to determine whether there is any embedded system on the network. In this context, devices on the
network have been scanned using the n-map tool.

Embedded systems/systems have been determined according to the parameters (brand, model, version number) used at the
end of the scan. In the second stage, to test whether this detection is true or false positive, the embedded system detected in
the field has been tested by listening to the network traffic with the man-in-the-middle attack. It has been seen that the same
brand, model, and version number have been found on the Wireshark open-source network traffic analyzer. In the next stage,
the Hping3 tool was used to distract the network administrators and carry out the DDoS attack, described as a cloaking attack
before the actual final attack. The packets sent through the tool have prevented the network from serving legitimate users. While
the network administrators have been dealing with this attack, the process killing attack, the final target attack, has been started.
Process-killing attack gains importance because of process management, which is the purpose of embedded systems in many
areas, such as smart factory, smart city, and critical infrastructures. While carrying out this attack, first of all, the transactions that
have been managed and sent via the embedded system have been tracked. The most critical/ones of these processes have been
identified and canceled. When DDoS and Process Kill attacks are performed, it is effortless to detect by the system administrator
because their effects on the system can be detected when these attacks are carried out. However, the man-in-the-middle attack,
called a passive attack, is complicated to detect because it does not leave any effect on the network. In our study, the focus of the
attack detection is the detection of a man-in-the-middle attack, described as a passive attack with machine learning and artificial
intelligence algorithms. Thanks to the algorithms used in the study, our attack could be detected with a success rate above the
desired threshold value.

In the following parts of the study, respectively, In the second part, similar studies are presented. In the third part, the
experimental environment in which the attack and analysis are carried out is explained, and the attack and the results of the attack
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are stated. In the fourth stage, machine learning and artificial intelligence are introduced for attack detection. Subsequently,
studies on applications for detecting the man-in-the-middle attack are given. In the fifth section, the discussion section, general
values have been discussed, and the study has been completed with the last stage, the conclusion section.

2 Literature Review
Embedded systems are widely used in various applications, and their security has become a critical concern due to increasing
threats and vulnerabilities [1, 2]. Although significant research has been conducted on general-purpose computer security,
embedded system security is an emerging area of study [3, 4]. Artificial intelligence (AI) can potentially improve security in
embedded systems, and several researchers have explored AI-supported detection systems for addressing security challenges in
embedded devices. Security-related research has becomemore important as the 2020-2021 global pandemicmakes these systems
even more critical. However, cyber threats to these systems started long before this popularity. Cyber attacks against embedded
systems date back to 1982 [5]. Since most of these devices come with a non-changeable Randomly Generated Password (RCP)
for their GUI, when the algorithm behind these RCPs is broken, attackers can access all the data they need to finish the attack
[6].

Moreover, this type of attack is only one of the numerous attacks [7]. As these embedded devices become increasingly
a part of our lives [8], the harm they can cause becomes even more critical. Tabrizi [9] proposed an AI-based intrusion
detection system (IDS) algorithm for embedded systems, considering historical attacks, system security features, and factors
validating these features. Özcanhan [10] presented a secure prototype implementation for embedded systems with security
vulnerabilities, while Sungur [11] developed a hardware-independent Industrial IoT approach with speed, flexibility, and cost
advantages. Arış, Oktuğ, and Yalçın [12] examined and classified Denial of Service Attacks targeting the Internet of Things,
a domain that encompasses numerous embedded devices. In their study, Ni et al. [13] discussed the challenges in embedded
system design, and Parameswaran and Wolf [14] emphasized the integration of security as a crucial component of embedded
system design. Chaudhary et al. [15] provided background information on embedded systems, including their definition, history,
architecture, usage areas, and programming languages. Gonen [16] conducted a security and vulnerability analysis on Siemens
S-7 1200 (Firmware 2.2) PLC, examining the effects of targeted attacks on hardware and systems. Chen et al. [17] discussed
network security and network attacks in embedded systems, suggesting that security protocols should be developed to strengthen
embedded system networks. Jeremiah [18] explored the use, features, and applications of Raspberry Pi devices in cybersecurity.
Mehra et al. [19] designed home security systems using Raspberry Pi devices to control camera and door lock systems remotely.
Martin et al. [20] analyzed malware and its infection mechanisms for devices connected to the internet, demonstrating the risks
of misconfigured Pi-based IoT devices. Lastly, Abomhara et al. [21] analyzed intruders and attacks encountered by IoT devices
and services, classifying various threat types.

3 Phases of Attack
This section discusses the phases of the attack on the embedded system, accompanied by a scenario. In this context, first of
all, the embedded systems on the network have been scanned, and then the man-in-the-middle attack has been carried out to
confirm the accuracy of the detected system. After obtaining the confirmation of the embedded system and essential information
about the characteristics of the system, a denial of service attack as a cloaking attack has been carried out to distract the security
analysts/experts before ending the critical function of the system, which is the ultimate target of attack analysis.

3.1 Attack Analysis
In the first phase of the attack analysis, the Nmap network scanning tool was used to detect embedded systems on the network.
As a result of the scan, the IP address and information of the services that can be accessed on the target embedded system have
been determined, as shown in Raspberry Pi Figure 2. This way, the system to be targeted in other attacks could be determined.

3.2 Man-in-the-Middle Attack
In the second phase of the attacks on the embedded system, the Man-in-the-Middle Attack (MitM) has been implemented. The
man-in-the-middle attack is a type of attack where the malicious attacker enters between two communicating systems, listens to
the communication, imitates both parties and reaches the information in between. MitM attack aims to damage confidentiality
by eavesdropping on communication, integrity by intercepting communication and changing messages, and accessibility by
destroying or modifying messages in a way that causes the termination of one of the parties [21]. This attack generally uses
ARP (address resolution protocol) vulnerabilities. ARP is the protocol that helps map the IP address to the device’sMAC address
on the local network. [22].

To perform the man-in-the-middle attack, the target systems were first scanned on the attacker operating system (Kali) to
detect the IP addresses of Raspberry Pi and Windows systems. Subsequently, the IP addresses of the two victim computers have
been defined as target systems on etthercap to perform ARP poisoning. At the last stage, ARP poisoning was performed, and
the Kali System defined the arp values of both systems. This way, communication between Windows and the embedded system
ECJSE Volume 11, 2024 111
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Figure 2: Results of Raspberry Pi vulnerability detection

Figure 3: Captured Data

has continued throughout Kali. During the man-in- the-middle attack, the arp table was poisoned with the Ettercap tool. The
data sent from the Raspberry Pi to the Windows machine has been captured as depicted in Figure. In this way, in addition to the
legally sent commands on the embedded system, involuntary operations can be performed from the attacker’s machine.

This attack has also been successfully completed, and the vulnerabilities of the Raspberry Pi and how it can be exploited are
explained step by step.

3.3 Denial of Service Attack
In the third stage of the attack analysis, a Denial of Service (DoS) attack was carried out on the embedded system whose IP
address was detected. A DoS attack is known as an attack to block or disrupt a running service. The primary purpose of DoS
attacks is to put more load than the network, computer systems, and hardware resources such as bandwidth, memory, and disk
space can handle, rendering the system unusable [23]. The hping3 tool has been used for the DoS attack. The state of the
112 ECJSE Volume 11, 2024
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Figure 4: Raspberry Pi Packet Traffic During a Denial of Service Attack

Figure 5: Attack Alert

Raspberry Pi before the attack was taken to determine the effect of the attack on the system. It has been observed that the CPU
percentage of the target systemwas around 2.0% before the attack. After this detection, a DoS and DDoS attack was launched on
the 22nd port of the target system with the hping3 test tool. During the Denial of Service attack, it was observed that Raspberry
Pi’s CPU utilization had been up to 90%. The packets flowing through the open-source packet analyzer Wireshark have been
captured and analyzed to analyze the packets that occurred on the system during the Denial of Service attack. A sample screen
of the analyzed packages is shown in Figure 4.

The Denial of Service attack has been successfully completed. After the attack, it was seen that the CPU usage of the
Raspberry Pi increased, and the system gave a warning. A screenshot of the warning is shown in Figure 5.

3.4 Process Killing Attack
In the Process Kill Attack, a Reverse TCP connection is based on the logic of opening a port on the attacker’s side and transferring
data by connecting the other machine to that port. This link sends an executable file that appears legitimate to the victim’s
machine. If the victim executes the file, the session is established, allowing the attacker to take control of the system remotely.
In a process kill attack, the victim must allow the connection with their consent. This way, the connection is allowed even if
the system has a firewall. After the victim is captured, the attacker sends the exploit packets to the victim. The victim system
listens for exploit packets and allows connections that create the backdoor. Security systems, such as firewalls, provide strict
protection to incoming packets but do not apply many protection measures against traffic within the network.
ECJSE Volume 11, 2024 113
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Figure 6: Listing Files Running on Raspberry Pi with Ps –Aux Command

Figure 7: Killing the cputemp.py file running on Raspberry Pi with the Kill Command

As the first step in the attack, the socket programming codes specified in the previous attack have been run to send the CPU
temperature data from the Raspberry Pi to the Windows machine. The Metasploit tool is launched for the next stage of the
attack. The payload starts listening from the port specified in the Metasploit tool. The session becomes active when the python
payload we have created is run. The python/meterpreter/reverse_tcp payload is used on systems that support the python platform.
Success in this attack largely depends on social engineering techniques. With the python command, the payload platform is in
Python. With the meterpreter command, the payload is Meterpreter Shell opener, and the reverse_tcp command refers to the
connection type. After the payload settings are made on Metasploit, a payload file to be run on Raspberry Pi is created to
trigger the Meterpreter shell. The msfvenom tool has been used to generate the payload. Msfvenom is a tool for extracting files
and shellcodes from an input payload. The created payload should be transferred to the target machine, Raspberry Pi, and run.
Social engineering methods have been used to send the file to the target machine in the experimental environment. The payload
has been copied to a USB memory stick, and this memory has been left lying around. A curious user has plugged it into the
Raspberry Pi and ran it. However, different social engineering methods can be tried, such as creating a malicious link to run the
malware on the target system.

After all these stages, the exploit tool has been run. At this point, the attacker had almost complete control over the target
system. It was seen that the computer had been a Raspberry Pi. By switching to the command line of the system seized with the
shell command, the desired operations can be performed from here. When the whoami command has been run, the ’pi’ response
is output; when the pwd command is run, the working directory ’/home/pi’ is output. The files and folders in the system seized
with the ls -l command are listed. All the files running on the target system with the ps –aux command have been listed in Figure
6.

The running code has been terminated by entering the process number with the kill command, and the data flow has been
stopped as depicted in Figure 7.

When the process has been killed with the kill command on the attacking machine, The process has been terminated on
the Raspberry Pi terminal, with the message ’terminated’. Thanks to this attack, it has been determined that social engineering
methods can easily terminate a process running on Raspberry Pi, and this can cause great disasters in the industry sector. The
Diagram of the attack can be seen in figure 8.
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Figure 8: Diagram of the Process Kill Attack

4 Data Analysis
In this section, a comparative analysis of artificial intelligence (AI) algorithms used in the context of attacker detection is
presented. The focus of the analysis is to evaluate the performance of AI algorithms other than the commonly used Long Short-
Term Memory (LSTM) algorithm. The proposed AI-based intruder detection model consists of four stages.

The first stage involves preprocessing and organizing the collected network data into a suitable dataset for training AI
algorithms. This dataset is then divided into 85% training data and 15%validation data and analyzed using various AI algorithms,
including Neural Network (NN)-ReLU, Logistic Regression, Random Forest, Gradient Boosting, and Naive Bayes.

In the third stage, graphical tools such as Scatter Plot and Violin Plot are employed to gain a deeper understanding of the
insights obtained from the AI algorithms. The final stage involves evaluating the performance of the AI algorithms and selecting
the algorithm with the highest accuracy, F1 score, recall, and computational efficiency. In this stage, a confusion matrix is also
created to evaluate the performance of the model by comparing the predicted and actual values of the target attribute (as shown
in Figure 9).

The results of the comparative analysis indicate that the Random Forest AI algorithm was selected as the best performing
algorithm, exhibiting the highest accuracy, F1 score, recall, and computational efficiency among the algorithms tested. This
highlights the importance of considering multiple AI algorithms when designing an AI-based intruder detection model and the
potential for improved performance through algorithm selection and optimization.

4.1 Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) Algorithm
An LSTM block consists of a cell and gates. There are three gates, including the entrance gate. These are listed as forget gate,
input gate, and output gate. The cell remembers its value at random time intervals, and gates regulate the information flow
associated with the cell. In short, it consists of repetitively connected subnets known as memory blocks. An LSTM block is
shown, which includes gates, input signal xt, output yt, activation functions, and peephole connections. The output of the block
connects back to the blog input and all ports.

Above the LSTM block are three doors, including the entrance door. These are listed as forget gate, input gate, and output
gate.

Based on the information flow in figure 9, the mathematical model of LSTM is summarized as follows:
The update of the block input component, which combines the current input xt and the output yt-1 of the LSTM unit in the

last iteration, is allocated to the block input.

zt = g(Wzxt + Rzyt−1 + bz) (1)

Wz and Rz components represent the weights associated with xt and yt-1, respectively, and the bz component represents the
bias weight vector. As a next step, we update the input gate by combining the current input xt, the output yt-1 of the LSTM unit,
and the cell value ct-1 in the last iteration.

it = σ(Wix t + Riyt−1 + pict − 1 + bi) (2)

Wi, Ri, and Pi components represent the weights associated with xt , yt-1, and ct-1 components, respectively, and bi represents
the bias vector associated with this component.

In previous steps, cell states in the network determine what information should be retained in ct. It includes the selection of
the values z(t) that can potentially be added to cell states and the activation values of the gates it. The forget gate unit determines
ECJSE Volume 11, 2024 115
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Figure 9: Intrusion Detection with Artificial Intelligence Algorithms

what information should be extracted from the previous cell states ct-1. Therefore, at time step t, the forget gate activation values
ft , the current input xt, the outputs yt-1, and the state of memory cells t-1 in the previous time step ct-1, the peephole connections
and the forget gate bias terms bf are calculated.

ft = σ(Wf x t + Rf yt
−1

+ pf ct − 1 + bf ) (3)

HereWf, Rf, and pf denote the weights associated with xt, yt-1, and ct-1, respectively, and bf the bias weight vector. Calculates
the cell value by combining the block input zt, the gate it, and forget gate ft together with the previous cell value.

ct = f t · ct − 1 + it · zt (4)

Output gate calculates the output gate combining the current input xt, the output of the specified LSTM unit is yt- 1, and the
cell value in the last iteration is t-1.

ot = σ(Wox t + Royt−1 + poct + bo) (5)

Wo, Ro, and po are the weights associated with xt. The yt-1 and ct-1, respectively, and bo denotes the bias weight vector.
Finally, the output of the block combining the current cell is calculated. Its value ct correlates with the current output gate value
as follows:

ot = σ(Wox t + Royt−1 + poct + bo) (6)

The σ, g, and h points represent nonlinear functions. σ(x) = 1/1+e1-x is used as gate function, while g(x) = h(x) = tanh(x) is
usually used as block input and output function.

4.2 Building and Training the Artificial Intelligence Model
This article separated data into 15% Tests and 85% training. We used four hundred ninety-one parameters, four hundred eighty
in the LSTM layer and 11 in the dence layer ( Figure 10).

As seen in figure 11, we trained our model with 50 Epochs and 64 batches. In the first epoch, accuracy was seen as 62,32%,
With a loss of 1152,39. The 50th epoch loss value was 0,083, and accuracy was 98,91%. In total loss was 0,00776, and the
accuracy was 99%.
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Figure 10: Creating the Training Model, Adding the Necessary Information, and Compiling the Model

Figure 11: Training the Model and the Results

5 Discussion
The attack and detection analyzes of the study were carried out on the testbed created using real systems. Attack analyzes were
carried out within the scope of a designed attack scenario. In the scenario, first of all, the embedded system/systems on the
network were identified, and then the verification of the detected system/systems was carried out. At this stage, critical sensitive
information about the embedded system was also obtained. Critical processes controlled by the embedded system/systems were
identified, and a DoS attack was carried out primarily for cloaking in order to prevent the operation of these processes. In this
way, the attention of system security experts was distracted and the critical process(s) managed by the embedded system, which
is the ultimate target of the attack phase, was prevented. In the attack detection analysis phase of the study, the focus was on
the detection of the MitM attack, which is a passive attack type, through artificial intelligence. Although active attacks have an
impact on the system and are easier to detect by security analysts, passive attacks are much more difficult to detect and affect
the system. For this reason, passive attacks are directed towards detection analyzes. The analysis results showed that the MitM
ECJSE Volume 11, 2024 117
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attack was successfully detected through artificial intelligence.

6 Conclusions
Quality control gained importance in the 20th century with the concepts such as efficiency and productivity that came to the
fore with the industrial revolution. Embedded systems have been used to integrate computer systems into production with
the developing technologies. The security aspect is of paramount importance for embedded systems that are ubiquitous and
widely used in a variety of complex applications in industries, automobiles, consumer devices, home automation, business
infrastructure and military hardware. Embedded systems, which are designed to work uninterruptedly and continuously with a
real-time response mechanism, are an important target for attackers because the necessary importance is not given to the cyber
security. Therefore, the primary purpose of this study is to determine the effects of the threat surface on the system, which will be
created by the vulnerabilities of these systems in our world, which is increasingly automated with the use of embedded devices,
and to keep the system active by detecting the attacks as soon as possible. As a result of the attacks made in the experimental
environment, it has been seen that the exploitation of these vulnerable devices can be perceived as a real threat and the security
of embedded devices can be violated.

The attack and detection stages of the study have been carried out on the testbed, which has been created using completely
real systems. In the attack analysis part of the study carried out according to scenario. In the first phase of the scenario, embedded
systems on the network have been detected primarily. To verify the detected embedded systems by performing a man-in-the-
middle attack. In the phase, information about the system also has been obtained for further attacks. In the third phase, a
cloaking attack, a denial-of-service attack, has been carried out to distract security analysts before disrupting critical functions
of the system. At the last stage of the attack scenario, critical processes performed by the embedded system have been stopped.
In the analysis of intrusion detection through artificial intelligence, the study focuses on the man-in-the-middle attack, a passive
attack whose detection and effect on the system are hardly noticed by security experts. Intrusion detection results have been
detected with a rate of 99% of the passive attack through artificial intelligence.
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